
L'areal Lipkins is a B2B sales expert, consultant, and speaker with over ten years of

experience teaching salespeople how to convert more prospects into paying clients.

Although L'areal has experience working with companies in over 50 industries, what

really makes L'areal unique is that she makes sales very simple and repeatable. As a

result, salespeople can quickly go from information to implementation and start seeing

results immediately.

Before starting her consulting firm in 2018, L'areal was a sales trainer and consultant at

the largest sales training company globally, with over 250+ locations worldwide.

As a speaker, L'areal mixes humor, role-plays, and a straightforward approach to keep

audiences of all sizes engaged and on their toes. Within minutes it's easy to tell that

sales is not just what L'areal talks about; it's what she lives and breathes.

L'areal has a bachelor's degree in Marketing from the University of North Texas and an

MBA from the University of Texas at Dallas

L'AREAL LIPKINS

B2B Sales Expert that Specializes
in Helping Salespeople and
Entrepreneurs Convert More
Prospects into Paying Clients

“L’areal helped me open my eyes on being a consultant vs. being
a sales rep. People don’t want a sales rep, they want a relationship

and a solution.” BENJAMIN
 

TO BOOK L'AREAL CONTACT 
214.454.6307  OR LAREAL@LAREALLIPKINS.COM 



Salespeople often find themselves in trying to convince a prospect
that they can solve their problem, defending their price, or following
up for weeks trying to get a decision, only to get stuck in voicemail
jail, there is a better way! During this interactive session, your
audience will learn three strategies they can use immediately to
consistently convert more prospects into paying clients. 

Sales is one of the biggest challenges women entrepreneurs run into
when working to build a sustainable business. During this interactive
session, L'areal will help your audience shift their paradigm by
addressing some of the most common self-limiting beliefs women
have around sales. She will also walk them through a simple three-
step sales process they can use immediately.

PAST SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS INCLUDE

SPEAKING TOPICS

TO BOOK L'AREAL CONTACT 
214.454.6307  OR LAREAL@LAREALLIPKINS.COM 

THE "S" WORD: HELPING WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS 
SELL WITH CONFIDENCE 

THREE STEPS TO CLOSE MORE DEALS, WITHOUT
JUMPING THROUGH HOOPS!  

Trust is the core foundation of all good relationships, including sales.
However, salespeople don't always have the benefit of time so they
have to be able to establish trust quickly if they want prospects to
open up. During this hands-on workshop, your audience will learn a
powerful tool to establish genuine rapport and speak the prospect's
language in a matter of seconds.

MASTER THE ART OF BUILDING RAPPORT  


